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A new zoo has been launched in your city. You are hired as a zookeeper. A week later there will be an opening festival in the zoo for
elementary school students. Curious students will wonder about animals and their abilities. They will ask you hundreds of questions
about the animals.&nbsp;Since there's not much time, you'll have a partner who helps you.

2 days later, you will answer the questions that students are curious about animals. You need to know animals in the zoo very well to
answer all these questions.&nbsp; In addition, to attract more visitors to the zoo, the zoo manager will ask you to add information and
pictures of the animals to the zoo website. Therefore, with your partner, you will search out the animals in the zoo.

ï»¿1- In the first day, search and find out the names of animals that are in the zoo with your partner. You can watch this video to learn
the animals.2- If you are sure that you have learned, Click Here to add the animals' information and pictures to the website. (Match
the pictures with the correct animals. Do it on your own!)3-&nbsp;In the second day, search the abilities of the animals. You will learn
what they can and can't do. Watch the video to learn them.4- After you learned what they can or can't do, Click Here to add the
information to the website. (Write at least 5 sentences for each animal. For example; a tiger can't fly. It can run. Do it on your own!)5&nbsp;In the third day, you take some notes to tell curious students. Tell them about the animals and what they can or can't do. (In
the classroom! For example; it is a penguin. It can swim but it can't fly)

You will be graded on each quiz. Also, you will be graded on your oral presentation, and paper presentation.Quiz 1: 20 pointsQuiz 2:
40 pointsOral and paper presentation: 40 points
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Congratulations!You have finished your tasks and I'm sure you did it well and you have learnt new information about animals and
usage of CAN and CAN'T. I hope you have enjoyed yourselves.

Focus: This WebQuest focuses on topics about the animals and the usage of CAN and CAN'T. Objectives: Students will learn the

animals and some information about them. Students will be able to distinguish what animals do.Students will learn the usage of CAN
and CAN'T Students will have fun learning about the animals. Time Required: 2 daysTechnology Needs/Materials Needed:Computers
for each student or student group.Books, magazines, articles,Â videos, etc... for further research.
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